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Comparison of a Constraint Directed Search to a Genetic Algorithm in a
Scheduling Application

Abstract:

Scheduling plutonium containers for blending is a time-intensive operation. Several
constraints must be taken into account; including the number of containers in a dissolver run,
the size of each dissolver run, and the size and target purity of the blended mixture formed from
these runs. Two types of algorithmshave been used to solve this problem' a constraint directed
search and a genetic algorithm. This paper discusses the implementationof these two different
approachesto the problem and the strengths and weaknessesof each algorithm.

1) Background:

NASA often uses RTGs (RadioisotopicThermal Generators) to supply power and heat in long-
range satellite missions. The radioactive element in these generators is plutonium-238 (Pu-
238). The Department of Energy has a supply of Pu-238 stored in containers with varying
mass and mass percentage. The goals of the blendingprogram at the SavannahRiver Site are to
generate blends of the material in these containers within a specific range of mass and masse

percentage of Pu-238 in a safe, timely, and economical manner.

1.1) Process:

The first step of the blending process is to remove the desired containers from storage and
charge them into a dissolver. The dissolver runs are then sent to a holding tank until the desired
mass of material has been accumulated for a batch. The material is then precipitated into a form
acceptablefor storage and transport to another DOE site where the RTGs are formed from the
batches.

1.2) (_onstraints:

There are several constraints on the process.

1) There can be no more than 5 containers per run.
2) Whole containers must be used to form runs and whole runs must be used to form

batches.

3) There are limits on the mass of Pu-238 that can be in a dissolver run (e.g., 400 -
.r:,j_,g).

4) There are limits on the mass of Pu-238 that can be in a batch (e.g., 2500 - 2800
g).

5) There are limits on the deviation from the target need of Pu-238 for each batch (e.g.,
+1.5g). "Need" is a representation for deviation from the target mass
percentage (see equation set 1)

6) The number of runs in a batch should be minimized (where it will not conflict with

the other constraints). DOES NOT CON'rJlWI
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7) Ali containers supplied to the system should be scheduled for blending.
8) No container should be scheduled before its availability date (not ali containers are

available at the beginning of the blending program).

need - the amount of pure Pu-238 which would have to be added to (or subtracted
from) a sample to bring the mass percentage to the target value.

target Pu-238 percentage - ((Pu-238 in sample) + need) / (
(Total mass of sample) + need))

rleed = ((target Pu-238 percentage) * (Total mass of sample) -
(Pu-238 in sample)) /

(1 - (target Pu-238 percentage))
. EquationSet 1

2) DescriDtign of the Algorithms:

There are two types of algorithms being used to solve this problem: a constraint directed search
and a genetic algorithm. Each had its advantagesand neither one was clearly superior for ali
situations.

2.1) Constraint Directed Search:

The constraint directed search algorithm was the first developed, lt works by finding, in order:
the first run on the first batch, the second run on the first batch, and continuing until it finds
the last run on the first batch. Once an acceptable first batch has been found, the search for the
second batch begins, and so on, until ali required batches havebeen made.

The steps the algorithm uses to develop a blend plan are:

1) Determine the appropriate mass range and need range for the batch.
2) Determine how many runs should be in this batch.
3) Determinethe appropriate mass range and need range for the next run.
4) Search for a set of containers that will meet the ranges for this run (without

violating the number of containers per run constraint or the availability date
constraint).

5) If the batch is complete, go back to step one. If there are more runs to be found for
this batch, return to step 3.

2.1.1) _.,,

There are ten user inputs to the constraint directed search. The first eight are the desired mass
and need ranges for both the runs and batches. One is a flag whosevalue enables or disables a
plan-ahead mechanism for determining batch mass and need ranges• The last user input enables
or disables an extensive search while attempting to find acceptable runs to fulfill the batch mass
and need requirements.



2.1.2) Algorithm

The determinationof the mass and need rangesfor a batch is accomplishedby one of two methods
(according to a flag input by the user). The first option is the user supplied limits. Using only
the user supplied limits to generate each batch in the blend plan may cause it to become
impossible to make a last batch using ali the containers supplied to the algorithm. The second
option supplied to the user is to have the algorithm use a plan-ahead mechanism for calculating
the limits for the next batch. This methodalways keeps the total container mass and need of the
unblended containers within a range that will make it possible for ali the containers to be
blended in the last batch. This plan-ahead strategy is accomplishedby the equation set 2:

Let P238 = total Pu-238 in ali unblended containers
Pneed = total need in ali unblendedcontainers
N - number of remainingbatches to be made

Then: The smallest this batch can be =
P238 - (user input max batch size) * (N - 1)

The largest this batch can be =
P238 - (user input rain batch size) * (N - 1)

The smallest need this batch can have -
Pneed - (user input max batch need) * (N - 1)

The largest need this batch can have --
Pneed - (user input min batch need) * (N - 1)

EquationSet 2

Determining the possible range for the number of runs per batch can be accomplished by
equation set 3:

minimum number of runs per batch - (minimum batch size) / (maximum run size)

maximum number of runs per batch -- (maximum batch size) / (minimum run size)

EquationSet 3

The minimum number of runs per batch is rounded up to the nearest integer and the maximum
number of runs per batch is rounded down to the nearest integer, since fractional batches are
not allowed. Generally, the minimum number of runs per batch is chosen, due to constraint
(6).

The next step in the algorithm is to determine the ranges for the mass and the need for each run
in the batch. Tl_,_,calculationis very similar to that used to calculate the batch size (see
equation set 4):
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Let max P238 - maximum Pu-238 for the batch
min P238 -- minimum Pu-238 for the batch
max Pneed = maximumneed for the batch
min Pneed- minimum need for the batch
N -- number of remaining runs to be made

Then: The smallest this run can be =
(min P238) - (user input max run size) * (N - 1)

The largest this run can be --
(max P238) - (user input min run size) * (N - 1)

The smallest need this run can have --
(rain Pneed) - (user input max run need) * (N - 1)

The largest need this run can have -
(max Pneed) - (user input min run need) * (N - 1)

EquationSet 4

Finally, the run must be generated from the list of available unblended containers. The
containersare ordered from lowest need to highest need. A scan is made of ali available
containers to see if a container exists which will satisfy the limits for mass and need for this
run. If no such container exists, the lowest need container available is assumed to be in the run
in some combination with other containers. A second scan is made to see if any combination of
the selected first container and a second container will make a run within the given limits. If
one exists, the search is ended, if not, the highest need containersavailable is also assumed to be
in the run, and a search for an appropriate third container is conducted. The search continues
on through fourth and fifth containers, if necessary.

I< lowest need highest need >1rq "- <

Figure 1 - Search Order

If no acceptable fifth container can be found to complete this run, it is assumed that the fourth
container chosen was in error, and a new fourth container is used. The search continues on in
this manner ufif11"_llpossible fourth containers are exhausted. At this point, a new third
container is selected, then a new second container, and a new first container, until ali possible
combinations of containers have been tried.

There are several optimization techniques used during this search that will not be discussed
here. As a brief example, if the first three containers chosen exceed the maximum run limit, no
combinations of fourth and fifth containers will be searched.

4
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2.1.3) Additional Points about the Constraint Directed Search Algorithm

lt is possible that in an attempt to create a batch of, for example five runs, that after the first
four runs have been successfully created, no suitable fifth run can be found to complete the
batch. In this case there are two possibilities available to the algorithm: to fail in the attempt to
create the batch or to assume the creation of the earlier runs was in error and therefore to
change the earlier runs. The first change is to create a new fourth run, hoping that this will
allow the successful creation of a fifth run. Once ali possible fourth runs have been tried, a new
third run is created. The failure of this option to create a batch is determined when no more
acceptable first runs can be found.

2.2) Genetic Algorithm

The genetic algorithm takes a totally different approach to solving the problem• A set of blend
plans is randomly generated and the plans are ranked according to the relative proximity to an
acceptable solution• Pairsof these blend plans are selected in a weighted random manner and
combined to form two new blend plans• If the randomly selected plans represent the same blend
plan, the plan is modified in two different ways to produce the new blend plans• After a new
family of blend plans is created, the blend plans are re-ranked and the procedure begins again.

The problem formulation is in five parts:
1) The representation of the blend plans
2) The initialization of the blend plans
3) The ranking criteria
4) The "breeding" algorithm (combining two plans to form two new plans)
5) The "mutation" algorithm (using one plan to form two new plans)

2.2.1) Usage

Only 6 user inputs are required to the genetic algorithm. These inputs are the desired mass and
need ranges for the batches and the mass ranges for the runs.

2.2.2) Algorithm

2.2.2.1) Representation

The blend plans are representedas an array of containers. Associated with each container is the
Pu-238 mass, total mass, need, first batch for which the container is available, container
name, and the.r.t,c_numberand batch number assigned to the container for this blend plan. Each
blend plan also has its ranking weight associated with it.

2.2.2.2) Initialization

The blend plans are initially created by looping through the list of containers and randomly
assigning run and batch numbersto each container. The run number is chosen between one and
the calculated runs per batch (determined as shown in the constraint directed approach). The



batch number is chosen to be between the first batch for which the container is available and the
total numberof batches to be made.

2.2.2.3) RankinQ

The blend plans are rankedby the distance to an acceptable solution• This is calculated by
summing the distances from each run and batch in the blend plan to an acceptable solution (see
equation sets 5 - 8).

distance to a correctly sized run
= 0, if the run size is between the user input

minimum run size and the maximum run size
= (run size - max run size), if the run size is greater than the maximum

run size
= (min run size - run size), if the run size is less than the minimum run

size

EquationSet 5

distance to a correctly sized batch
= 0, if the batch size is between the user input

minimum batch size and the maximum batch
size

= (batch size - max batch size), if the batch size is greater than the maximum
batch size

- (rain batch size - batch size), if the batch size is less than the minimum batch
size

Equation Set 6

distance to a batch within need specification
- 0, if the batch need is between the user input

minimumbatch need and the maximum batch
need

= (batch need - max batch need), if the batch need is greater than the maximum
batchneed

- (min batch need - batch need), if the batch need is less than the minimum
batchneed

EquationSet 7

distance to correct number of containers on run
= 0, If there are less than 5 containers on the

run
= 300 * (number of container on run - 5), If there are more than 5 containers on

the run

EquationSet 8

Once the blend plans are ranked, they are sorted and weighted according to the ranking assigned

6
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to them. Pairs of blend plans are then chosen in a weighted random manner (the better blend
plans have a higher likelihood of being chosen). If two different blend plans are chosen they are
"bred," if the same one is selected twice it is "mutated."

2.2.2.4) Breedina

"Breeding" two blend plans is accomplished by randomly using pieces of each of the two
"parent" blend plans. The combination of the two plans is accomplished by looping through the
list of containers. During each pass through the loop, a parent plan is randomly selected from
which to take the run and batch number for the same container in the first of the "child" blend

plans. The run number and batch number from the unchosen parent plan are used to make the
second child plan. Figure 2 presents an example of how the breeding of two blend plans into two
new plans might occur.

II I

1 2 3 4 5 . . . container no.
3arent .

batch no.
)Ian 1 3 5 1 2 1 1 . . .

,,,, ,

1 4 3 4 2 . . . run no.

parent'- " i 2 3 4 5 i . . ',lcontainer no.

...... . Ibatch no.
plan 2 1 6 2 5 1 1 . . ,run no.

1 2 1 5 3 ........ I

child plan '11 2 3 4 5 . . . 'lcontainer no.

!: Ibatch no.
1 6 1 5 1 1 . . nrun no.

I2 3 4 2 . . .

child plan2 i! 452 3 4 5 . .., 21 25 31 1 .. ". '. [runIbatchIc°ntainer n°"no.no.
Figure 2 - Breeding Blend Plans

2.2.2.5) Mutating

A blend plan isj_utated by introducing one of two small changes into the plan. The first child
plan is created by choosing two containers from the parent plan and switching their locations.
For example, if the "parent plan 1" from Figure 2 was being mutated, then container 1 (which
is in batch 3 run 1) might switch places with container 5 (which is in batch 11 run 2). This
would result in container 1 being moved to batch 11 run 2 and container 5 being moved to batch
3 run 1. The second child plan is created by choosing one container at random and re-
assigning it to a new random batch and run that is consistent with its availability date.
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2.2.3) Finishingthe genetic al0orilhm

Each generation created by (or loop through) the genetic algorithm consists of ranking the
current blend plans and selecting pairs of blend plans to breed or mutate. Each created
generation of blend plans consists of the best 10% of blend plans from the previous generation
and 90% of plans new to this generation by breeding or mutation. This cycle continues until the
bestblend plan becomesan acceptableone (the sum of the distances to an acceptableplan
becomes 0), or the blend plans reach a local minimumfor the sum of the distances that is non-
zero.

3) _omDarisonof the Algorithms

One of the most obvious differences in approaches is that the constraint directed search (CDS) is
a sequential operation, while the genetic algorithm (GA) is a parallel one. That is, the CDS looks
for batch 1 run 1, then batch 1 run 2, ... until it finds ali the batches. The GA is trying to make
ali runs and batchesacceptable at the same time. This difference has benefits and costs to both
algorithms. The benefit to the GA is that since it is possible for containers to change batches,
one or two containers that might be difficult to blend do not affect the outcome as much as they
might in the CDS. The benefit to the CDS is that if the blend plan generation is incomplete (the
algorithm is unable to determine a satisfactory plan), the CDS will still have generated valid
runs and batches until the point of its failure. The GA, conversely, presents no such guarantee.
In the GA, the first batch is just as likely to be incomplete as the last batch.

The CDS has the'disadvantage of the run need parameter, an additional constraint that is
unimportant to the final blend plan. The run need parameter is an artificial constraint that
raises the probability that the algorithm will be able to find an acceptable batch without the use
of the extensive search for runs on the batch.

In the CDS, the user must determine the usage of the flags that enable the extensive search for
runs within a batch and the planning mechanism for determining the ranges of the batches. This
feature, while allowing the user to get a feel of what the algorithm is doing and how it is
working, also places a burden on him of understandingthe workings of the algorithm•

The CDS is sometimesfaster than the GA on large data sets (assumingthe extensive search for
runs within a batch is turned off). This difference in speed is attributable to the fact that the
CDS breaks the problem down into smaller subsets. If this breakdown is successful in keeping a
solution viable, the CDS will be faster. However, the GA is much faster than the CDS on smaller
data sets and finds acceptableblend plans a higherpercentageof the time than the CDS.

4) (_onclusions..._.

Boththe ConstraintDirectedSearch and the GeneticAlgorithmare workablesolutionsto this
blendingproblem. The CDS is the methodthatwas first in the handsof theuser. The current
systemallowsthe userto selectwhichalgorithmto use. The user typicallyusesthe GA first,
since it is faster and more likelyto producea useablesolutionwithoutuser interventionand
modificationon the constraints.
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Many problems that occurred during the development of these algorithms were traceable to the
problem formulation itself. This blending problem was not unique in that developing the
problem representation was the most time intensive pad of the work. Development of the CDS
took about two to three months before it became a successful method. Work on the GA, which
was done later, took about one to two weeks to reach the same level of success.
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